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The Co-operators Group Limited (The Co-operators) is pleased to participate in the public 
consultations launched by the Minister of Finance to support the development of a 
framework for the orderly and equitable demutualization of federally regulated property 
and casualty (P&C) mutual insurance companies.   
 
In its issues paper, the Department of Finance set out specific questions for comment. We 
have provided our perspective accordingly and have also attached proposed regulations 
based on Can. Reg. 99-128 — Mutual Company (Life Insurance) Conversion Regulations 
within this submission (see Appendix 1).  
 
The Co-operators supports the position of the Canadian Association of Mutual Insurance 
Companies (CAMIC) that a small minority of policyholders, board members, senior 
management, brokers, and professional consultants should not receive windfall benefits 
from the demutualization of a property and casualty mutual insurance company.  
 
Proposals by such groups to share in the underlying equity of these companies (built up 
over many decades by many people, most of whom are not at the table) constitutes unjust 
enrichment and creates a “circle of self-interest” which is not in the best interest of the 
mutual form of ownership, mutual policyholders or the public interest. 
 
The Co-operators, like mutual insurance companies, is a membership based organization.  
The Co-operators and its member-owners share many common values with mutual 
companies and their mutual policyholders. We worry about the future of over 100 mutual 
property and casualty insurers in Canada if a wave of demutualization is inappropriately 
incentivized, especially if a small minority of policyholders, senior management, board 
members, brokers, and professional consultants are enabled under a P&C 
Demutualization Regulation to divide the underlying value of a mutual insurance 
company amongst themselves irrespective of entitlement.  
 
We believe that in a demutualization process, all policyholders in a mutual company 
should be treated in the same manner with respect to the right to vote and right to receive 
a portion of a mutual company’s surplus. Further, we believe no policyholder should 
receive a portion of the surplus, or other consideration, greater than the value of that 
policyholders actuarially demonstrated contribution to the company’s surplus over time, 
with any remaining balance being retained in some manner to support the mutual 
insurance industry or mutualist goals, or being given to charity. 
 
We also believe, and have included in our draft regulations, that mutual companies must 
demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Minister of Finance, that all reasonable alternatives 
to demutualization have been considered and that demutualization would serve the best 
interests of all policyholders irrespective of the right to vote. In demonstrating this, a 
converting company would also need to show that it has considered other alternatives that 
do not require demutualization.   



In addition to a regulation providing for P&C demutualization, we also encourage the 
government to enact legislation that would enable mutuals and likeminded organizations, 
to be organized in a manner which would preserve the character of the existing mutual 
company, and more particularly, the membership rights of the mutual policyholders.  
 
In the event that a mutual company wishing to demutualize does meet the requirements 
set out by legislation or regulation, we support CAMIC’s view that a residual recipient 
(an entity designated to receive assets from the demutualization which promotes the 
mutual form of ownership) should receive the vast majority of assets from the conversion 
of the mutual company. This would be the balance after any amount which was 
determined actuarially to belong to the policyholders.  
 
About The Co‐operators 

The Co-operators is a group of Canadian companies focusing on insurance.  As a co-
operative, our 45 member owners include co-operatives and credit union centrals 
representing a combined membership of millions of Canadians.  
 
In 2011, The Co-operators was ranked #1 among the 50 Best Corporate Citizens in 
Canada by Corporate Knights and has just been chosen as one of Canada’s “Green 30” 
employers for a second consecutive year. 
 
As a national company, The Co-operators supports numerous organizations that focus 
primarily on education, youth, health, environment, and safety.  We are strong believers 
in community involvement and across the country our staff members contribute their time 
and energy in their individual communities.  In 2010, $5.7 million dollars was contributed 
towards the betterment of Canadian communities. 
 
 

   
 
 

a) Policy Objectives  

 
The policy objectives for life companies were: a) providing fair and equitable 
treatment to policyholders, b) maintaining safety and soundness, c) fostering a 
competitive and efficient sector, and d) establishing an orderly and transparent 
process.  
 
1. What should be the policy objectives for the demutualization of P&C companies?  

 
We believe the following policy objectives should be adopted for property and casualty 
companies: 
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a) Providing fair and equitable treatment to all policyholders; 

b) Prohibiting participation in the underlying equity of a demutualized property and 
casualty insurance company by senior management, brokers, directors and professional 
consultants, either directly or indirectly (e.g. through share options, cash buyouts, 
incentive payments, etc.); 

c) Maintaining safety and soundness; 

d) Fostering a competitive and efficient mutual sector by preserving mutualistic and co-
operative values; 

e) Establishing an orderly and transparent process; and 

f) Maintaining demutualization as an option of last resort and prohibiting unnecessary 
elective use. 

 
 
2. Are these also appropriate in the P&C context, and if so, should they be applied to 
P&C companies in the same manner or differently?  

 
The policy objectives of life companies should be adopted for property and casualty 
companies and expanded as suggested above. 
 
 

b) Demutualization Process  

 
1. What should be the process for allowing a P&C company to demutualize?  In 
particular, what should be considered in determining who should have the right to 
vote on, and receive the benefits of, demutualization?  

 
The Right to Vote 

The Insurance Companies Act (ICA) requires that “eligible policyholders” have the right 
to vote, and leaves the definition of eligible policyholders to the regulation.  
 
Within the current regulation for life companies, a “voting policyholder” is a 
policyholder who held a mutual voting policy and an “eligible policyholder” is a 
policyholder who held a policy during a given time.  
 
As a matter of principle, we believe all policyholders should have the right to vote on a 
proposed demutualization. We view demutualization as a unique form of fundamental 
change for which all policyholders should have the opportunity to express their preference 
because of the significant long term impact demutualization can have on policyholders, 
especially in rural communities, and on the co-dependant relationship between a mutual 
company and its policyholders. 
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Our proposed regulations for P&C companies, as outlined in Appendix 1, reflect this 
principle. 
 
The Right to Receive Compensation/Benefits 

In regards to who has the right to receive compensation, the ICA does not link the right to 
vote and the right to receive profits upon distribution. Rather, this concept was adopted 
and is outlined in the demutualization regulation for life mutuals. It is possible that this 
was appropriate with respect to life mutuals which had very large policyholder 
membership as well as products which clearly contributed to the underlying surplus of the 
company. The same parameters do not apply with respect to property and casualty mutual 
insurance companies. 
 
We propose that all policyholders who held a policy that “contributed” to the surplus of 
the company should have that contribution returned to them, without interest greater than 
inflation. A “contributing policyholder” can be defined as a person who was issued a 
policy which added to the contributed surplus of the converting company before the 
eligibility day.  
 
Any surplus remaining following the return of such contributions to policyholders should 
be transferred to a “residual recipient” such that it stays within the mutual/co-operative 
sector, or alternatively, is given to charity. 
 
 
2. What should be considered in ensuring that policyholders are treated fairly and 
equitably, including for determining the value of the company and apportioning the 
benefits of demutualization?  

 
As described above, we believe that the value realized following demutualization should 
be distributed such that policyholders’ contributions are returned, adjusted for inflation, 
and any excess value would be transferred to a residual recipient.  
 
The adoption of such an approach to distribution reduces the importance of valuing the 
“converting company” as the residual recipient could have a role in ensuring the value is 
appropriate. 
 
In our proposed regulations, we have not suggested changing the method of valuation 
from the current life regulations. 
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c) Impacts of Demutualization  

 
1. What impacts could demutualization have on the P&C sector?  

 
Mutual insurers were set up by farmers over 100 years ago at a time when it was very difficult 
for them to find insurance at a reasonable cost. The Co-operators itself was formed in similar 
circumstances. Most mutual insurers are still headquartered in rural and semi-rural Canada; 
creating jobs locally and participating in the development of their communities.  It is this 
community focus and concern for the common good that needs to be preserved. 
 
If there is a pattern or privatization on the P&C side, similar to what happened on the life 
side almost a decade ago, there would likely be a consolidation in the property and 
casualty mutual insurance industry. The capital supporting risks in rural regions may be 
shifted to more profitable urban markets, or even outside of Canada. In a hard market this 
could result in a lack of availability of P&C insurance products for risks in rural 
communities which is exactly the issue and reason for the creation of mutual companies a 
century earlier.   
 
 
2. Would these need to be addressed, and if so, how?  

 
The P&C demutualization regulation should create an environment to support a mutual 
P&C sector in several ways.   
 
First, there should be a limitation so that demutualization is an option of last resort and a 
strong preference is given to other solutions when a mutual company is in need of capital 
that would keep the mutual company within the mutual/co-operative sector. 
 
Secondly, there should be a separation of a policyholder’s right to vote (voting 
policyholders) from a policyholder’s right to have their contribution to the surplus 
returned (all policyholders).   
 
Thirdly, there should be a method by which surplus following the demutualization is kept 
as capital within the Canadian mutual sector to prevent a pattern of incentivized 
demutualizations and to promote the mutual form of enterprise. 
 
Lastly, management and board incentives to demutualize should be completely removed 
in order to prevent individuals (management, brokers, directors and professional 
consultants) from personally benefiting from a demutualization.  
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d) Number of Voting Policyholders in Some Mutual Companies  

 
1. What implications does a small and declining voting policyholder base have for the 
effective governance of a mutual company?  

 
The purpose of a mutual company is similar to the purpose of a co-operative insurance 
entity; that is to allow Canadians to come together, to own and govern an entity which 
provides insurance services to them. Engaged policyholders hold the board and 
management responsible for decisions so that the mutual or co-operative company serves 
the best interest of the policyholders.   
 
Having said this, we do not view good governance in a mutual insurance company as 
being directly proportional to the number of voting policyholders, but rather to the level 
of engagement of those who choose to participate in the process.  
 
Moreover, we believe that effective governance is also a result of processes that ensure 
individuals (with an interest in being engaged) are aware of and encouraged to take the 
opportunity to become voting policyholders. 
 
We also believe that it is not in the interests of good governance in a mutual to incentivize 
policyholders to become voting policyholders by offering them windfall benefits if a 
company demtualizes.   
 
 
2. How can companies with a dual policyholder structure ensure that they continue 
to have effective governance structures?  

 
Governance is supported through an ‘engaged’ policyholder structure. Policyholders who 
are not engaged and do not have an interest in participating in governance should not be 
included as voting policyholders. Therefore, mutual companies should be looking to 
expand the number of ‘engaged’ voting policyholders. It is not just a simple matter of 
expanding the voter base, rather there should also be a focus on creating an environment 
for real and meaningful member and policyholder ‘engagement’. 
 
 
3. Should measures be taken to increase the number of voting policyholders, and if 
so, what should those measures consist of? 

 
As touched upon in the previous question, mutual companies should be actively involved 
in programs that increase engagement of policyholders. In the age of social media this 
task can be accomplished in ways that were not possible in the past. 
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To increase engagement, mutual companies need to allow their policyholders to have a 
voice that matters. This can be accomplished by ensuring that boards are not able to 
support their re-election through the use of management proxies. In the co-operative 
sector, proxies are generally not allowed. If mutual policyholders are engaged and have 
the ability to attend Annual Meetings and exercise a real choice with meaningful 
alternatives (in terms of voting for directors) it would likely have a very positive impact 
on the quality of policyholder oriented governance at mutual companies.   
 
There are many examples in the co-operative and mutual world of organizations which 
have large engaged membership bases. Mountain Equipment Co-op, for example, uses 
innovative means of holding electronic meetings and getting their members engaged.  
Some “friendly and building societies” in the United Kingdom have in excess of 1 million 
members and still have good governance. 
 
 
Conclusion 

 
The Co-operators would like to thank the Department of Finance for providing an 
opportunity to participate in the consultation and to provide comments and our insight on 
the issues paper. 
 
We are a co-operative as well as an insurance company and believe that we bring a 
uniquely Canadian and co-operative perspective to this public policy consultation.  
 
As an organization, The Co-operators takes great pride in its open dialogue and regular 
communication with all stakeholders and welcomes the opportunity to have further 
discussions with the Department of Finance regarding our proposed P&C 
Demutualization Regulation (Appendix 1). 
 
We recommend that the Minister of Finance give significant consideration to the 
distribution of the value of a mutual insurance company with the objective of eliminating 
a circle of self-interest. 
 
Mutual companies must demonstrate that all reasonable alternatives to demutualization 
have been considered and that demutualization would serve the best interests of all 
policyholders whether voting or not.  
 
We believe that co-operative and mutualist values require that mutual companies hold 
themselves to a higher standard than merely doing what is in the best interests of the 
company, as a mutual insurance company exists for the sole purpose of providing security 
and certainty to its policyholders.  
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We believe all policyholders in a mutual company should be treated fairly and equally 
and this would include an equal opportunity to vote on any demutualization proposal 
placed before that company.  
 
We also believe all policyholders should only be entitled to the portion of the surplus 
which can be demonstrated actuarially that they have contributed to. The balance should 
be retained in some manner to support the mutual insurance industry and mutualist goals 
or be provided to charity 
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Appendix 1 – Proposed Regulations for P&C Mutual Insurance Companies 

 
  
Canada Federal Regulations 

 Insurance Companies Act 
Can. Reg. 99-128 — Mutual Company (Life Insurance) Conversion Regulations 

 
made under the Insurance Companies Act 

 
SOR/2004-202, ss. 1(1), (2) (Fr.), 2, 3. 

As Amended for P&C Companies 
 
Interpretation 
 
1.  
The following definitions apply in these Regulations. 
"Act" means the Insurance Companies Act. ("Loi") 
"conversion" means the conversion of a lifeproperty and casualty company that is a mutual company into a 
company with common shares. ("transformation") 
"converted company" means a lifeproperty and casualty company that was a mutual company and that has been 
converted into a company with common shares and, except for the purposes of paragraphs 4(1)(j) and 5(1)(p), 
includes a holding body corporate of that company. ("société transformée") 
"converting company" means a lifeproperty and casualty company that is a mutual company that is proposing to 
convert into a company with common shares. ("société en transformation") 
"effective date", in respect of a conversion, means the day stated in the letters patent of conversion as the day on 
which the conversion becomes effective. (version anglaise seulement) 
"eligibility day" means the day selected by a converting company under subsection 4(3). ("date d'admissibilité") 
"eligible policyholder" means a person who 

(a) on the eligibility day is the holder of a voting policy; 
(b) is the holder of a voting policy issued by a converting company, if the policy was applied for by that person 
on or before the eligibility day and the application was received by the company within a period specified by the 
company in the conversion proposal; 
(c) is the holder of a voting policy that lapsed before the company's eligibility day and was reinstated during the 
period beginning on the eligibility day and ending 90 days before the day on which the company's special 
meeting is held, and was the holder of that policy at the time it lapsed; or 
(d) is included as an eligible policyholder under subsection 4(4). ("souscripteur admissible”) 

"contributing policyholder" means a person who was issued a policy which added to the contributed surplus of the 
converting company before the eligibility day; ("souscripteur participant") 
"holding body corporate", in respect of a converted company, means a body corporate incorporated as a company 
under the Act that holds all of the voting shares of the converted company. ("société mère") 
"residual recipient", means the entity designated in subsection 4(1) to receive the balance of the any assets 
following payment to contributing policyholders; ("bénéficiaire résiduel") 
"special meeting" means a meeting of policyholders referred to in subsection 237(1.1) of the Act. ("assemblée 
extraordinaire") 
"value", in respect of a converting company, means the estimated market value or range of market values referred to 
in subsection 3(1). ("valeur") 
"voting policy", for the purpose of this regulation, in respect of a converting company, means a policyall policies 
issued by the converting company, whether or not the holding of whichsuch a policy ordinarily entitles its holder to 
vote at meetings of policyholders of the converting company, but does not include a policy issued or assumed by a 
company with common shares that amalgamated with a mutual company after the making of a public announcement 
by the mutual company of its intention to develop a conversion proposal. ("police avec droit de vote") 
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Application 
 
2.  
These Regulations apply in respect of the conversion of a lifeproperty and casualty company that is a mutual 
company into a company with common shares. 
 
Valuation 
 
3.  
3(1) For the purposes of these Regulations, a converting company shall state as its value an estimated market value 
or range of market values, but shall exclude 

(a) the value of capital contributions made to the mutual company at the time of its incorporation as a mutual 
company; 
(b) amounts recorded in any account maintained under section 70 or 83.04 of the Act; and 
(c) any expenses expected to be incurred by the converting company to effect the conversion. 

 
3(2) The Superintendent may specify a day as at which the value of a converting company shall be estimated for the 
purposes of subsection (1). 
 
Conversion Proposal 
 
4.  
4(1) A conversion proposal shall include 

(a) a report setting out the value of the converting company and a description of how that value was estimated, 
the method used and any assumptions made; 
(b) the eligibility day selected by the converting company and, if that day is a day referred to in paragraph (3)(b), 
the reasons why that day was selected; 
(b.1) the period specified by the converting company for the purpose of paragraph (b) of the definition of 
"eligible policy-holderpolicyholder" in section 1, within which an application for a voting policy must be 
received by the company; 
(c) a description of the form, amount and aggregate value of the benefits to be provided to eligiblecontributing 
policyholders in exchange for their rights with respect to, and interests in,contributions to the converting 
company as a mutual company; 
(d) a detailed description of the benefits to be provided to eligiblecontributing policyholders and the method to 
be used to apportion the value of the converting company among eligiblecontributing policyholders, indicating 

(i) the basis on which any variable amount of benefits will be calculated, 
(ii) any fixed, minimum or maximum amount of benefits that may be provided to an eligiblea contributing 
policyholder, and 
(iii) the rationale for choosing the method for determining and allocating benefits among 
eligiblecontributing policyholders, and 
(iv) the form, amount and aggregate value of the benefits to be provided to residual recipient; 

(e) a statement confirming that 
(i) benefits in respect of the conversion will be provided only to eligible policyholders, 
(ii) benefits will be provided only in respect of voting policies, and(iii) all or most of the benefits will be 
provided to policyholders who are entitled to participate in profit distributions; all the benefits in respect of 
the conversion will be provided only to contributing policyholders and the residual recipient; 

 
(f) an estimate of any amounts that will be transferred out of the accounts referred to in section 456 of the Act as 
a result of the conversion, with a description of the method and assumptions that were used in establishing that 
estimate and that will be used in establishing any amounts that will eventually be transferred as a result of the 
conversion; 
(g) an explanation of how the assets allocated to the accounts referred to in section 456 of the Act after the 
transfer are expected to be adequate to 

(i) meet contractual obligations under the policies in respect of which those accounts are maintained, 
(ii) meet the reasonable expectations of the holders of those policies in respect of future dividends and other 
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non-guaranteed policy benefits, and 
(iii) support any future participating policies expected to be allocated to those accounts; 

 
(h) a statement of the dividend policy that will apply to the policies in respect of which the accounts referred to 
in section 456 of the Act are maintained, during the five years following the effective date of the conversion; 
(i) a description of the mechanisms proposed to effect an initial issuance of common shares and any other class 
of shares of the converted company, including a copy of the proposed by-law authorizing the issuance of those 
shares; 
(j) where shares of the converted company are to be issued to a holding body corporate, a description of the 
proposed activities of the holding body corporate; 
(k) where the converting company has issued any shares that remain outstanding immediately prior to the 
effective date of the conversion, a statement describing how those shares will be converted into common shares 
of the converted company; 
(l) where the benefits referred to in paragraph (c) include shares of the converted company, a description of the 
measures to be taken by the company, in the two years following the effective date of the conversion, to ensure 
that the eligiblecontributing policyholders who receive the shares will be able to sell those shares on a public 
market; 
(m) a description of how the measures referred to in paragraph (l) would be affected if the converted company 
were to issue additional shares during the two years following the effective date of the conversion; and 
(n) a statement that the directors of the converting company may withdraw the conversion proposal at any time 
before the issue of letters patent of conversion. 

 
4(2) The variable amount of benefits referred to in subparagraph (1)(d)(i) may be calculated based on any factor or 
combination of factors, including a policy's contribution to surplus, policy reserves, cash values, amounts of policy 
coverage and the duration of the policy. 
 
4(3) A converting company shall select as its eligibility day 

(a) the day of the public announcement by the converting company of its intention to develop a conversion 
proposal; or 
(b) a day subsequent to, but not later than 30 days after, the day referred to in paragraph (a). 

 
4(4) Where a converting company selects an eligibility day referred to in paragraph (3)(b), the company shall include 
as eligible policyholders all persons whose policies were involuntarily terminated on or after the day referred to in 
paragraph (3)(a) and who would have been eligible policyholders if the eligibility day were the day referred to in 
paragraph (3)(a). 
 
Limitation 
 
4(5) The total value of the consideration paid to a contributing policyholder shall not exceed the value of the sum of 
the contribution to the converting company’s surplus paid by that contributing policyholder, adjusted for inflation, as 
a contributing policyholder.   
 

SOR/2004-202, s. 1(1) 
4(6) If the sum of the amount received by the converted company following the conversion exceeds the sum of all 
the consideration paid to contributing policyholders, as limited by subsection 4(5), then the difference shall be paid 
to the residual recipient. [NTD: We believe that s.4(5) and s. 4(6) may need to be moved and made their own 

section.  We have not done this so as to minimize the impact on renumbering of the regulation.] 
 

Material to Superintendent 
 
5.  
5(1) Subject to section 11, prior to sending a notice of a special meeting, a converting company shall submit to the 
Superintendent 

(a) an opinion prepared by the actuary of the company and an opinion prepared by an independent actuary, 
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(i) stating that the benefits and method, referred to in paragraph 4(1)(d), to be used to apportion the value of 
the company among eligiblecontributing policyholders are fair and equitable to thoseall policyholders, 
(ii) providing an explanation of how the assets referred to in paragraph 4(1)(g) are expected to be adequate 
to 

(A) meet contractual obligations under the policies in respect of which the accounts referred to in 
section 456 of the Act are maintained, 
(B) meet the reasonable expectations of the holders of those policies in respect of future dividends and 
other non-guaranteed policy benefits, and(C) support any future participating policies expected to be 
allocated to those accounts, and 

(iii) stating that the future financial strength and vitality of the company and the security of policyholders 
will not be materially adversely affected by the conversion; 

(b) an opinion from a valuation expert that the method and assumptions referred to in paragraph 4(1)(a) 
employed to estimate the value of the company are appropriate and that that value reasonably reflects prevailing 
market conditions as at the day it was estimated; 
(c) where, in respect of a conversion, other benefits are to be provided in lieu of shares, an opinion from an 
independent actuary, or from a valuation expert, that those benefits are appropriate substitutes for the shares as 
at the day the value of the company was estimated; 
(d) an opinion from a financial market expert that the measures referred to in paragraph 4(1)(l) are likely to 
ensure that the eligiblecontributing policyholders who receive shares will be able to sell those shares, within the 
two years following the effective date of the conversion, on a public market; 
(e) the annual statement for the most recently completed financial year of the converting company, accompanied 
by reports for that year of the auditor and actuary of the company; 
(f) where a notice of a special meeting is to be sent to eligible policyholders more than 120 days after the end of 
the most recently completed financial year of the converting company, financial statements for the portion of the 
current financial year ending prior to a day that is not more than 120 days before the day on which the notice is 
sent, and an auditor's comfort letter in respect thereof; 
(g) pro forma financial statements of the converted company, showing the effect of the conversion and any other 
significant transactions contemplated in connection with the conversion, including any proposed initial public 
offering of common shares, based on 

(i) the annual statement for the most recently completed financial year, or 
(ii) in the circumstances referred to in paragraph (f), the financial statements for the portion of the current 
financial year referred to in that paragraph; 

(h) the compilation report of the auditor of the company, and a statement of reconciliation, in respect of the 
financial statements referred to in paragraph (g); 
(i) a detailed description of any significant transaction contemplated in connection with the conversion; 
(j) the conversion proposal referred to in subsection 4(1); 
(k) the summaries referred to in paragraph 7(1)(g); 
(l) the notice of the special meeting and the form of proxy and any management proxy circular to be sent with 
the notice; 
(m) any prospectus referred to in paragraph 7(1)(q); 
(n) the proposed letters patent of conversion; 
(o) the proposed resolutions referred to in subsection 237(1.5) of the Act; and 
(p) where shares of the converted company are to be issued to a holding body corporate, a copy of the existing or 
proposed incorporating instrument and by-laws of the body corporate. 

 
5(2) The financial statements referred to in paragraphs (1)(f) and (g) 

(a) shall be prepared in accordance with the accounting principles referred to in subsection 331(4) of the Act; 
and 
(b) shall be accompanied by a report of the chief financial officer of the company stating that the financial 
statements have not been audited but have been prepared in accordance with the accounting principles referred 
to in subsection 331(4) of the Act. 
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Authorization of Superintendent 
 
6.  
6(1) Prior to sending a notice of a special meeting, a converting company shall obtain from the Superintendent an 
authorization to send the notice. 
 
6(2) In considering whether to grant an authorization under subsection (1), the Superintendent may consider any 
other information, including an opinion or report on any aspect of the conversion proposal. 
 
6(3) As a condition of granting an authorization under subsection (1), the Superintendent may require that the notice 
of the special meeting or the management proxy circular contain such additional information as the Superintendent 
considers appropriate. 
 
Information to Policyholders 
 
7.  
7(1) Subject to subsection (2) and section 11, the notice of a special meeting referred to in paragraph 237(1.2)(a) of 
the Act shall include 

(a) a description of the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed conversion to the company and to the 
policyholders of the company; 
(b) a description of the alternatives to the conversion of the company that the directors of the converting 
company have considered, including but not limited to an amalgamation of the converting company with another 
mutual company or co-operatively owned insurance company that would preserve the mutualistic or co-
operative character of the converting company, and the reasons why, in their opinion, the conversion is in the 
best interests of the company and its’s policyholders as a whole and is superior to such alternatives; 
(c) a description of the form, amount and estimated market value or range of market values of the benefits to be 
provided as a result of the conversion to the eligiblecontributing policyholder to whom the notice is sent in 
exchange for the policyholder's rights with respect to, and interests in, the converting company as a mutual 
company; 
(d) a description of any right of policyholders to vote after the conversion, as policyholders or shareholders of 
the converted company; 
(e) for each jurisdiction in which at least one per cent of all eligiblecontributing policyholders reside, a 
description of the income tax treatment accorded the benefits referred to in paragraph (c) in that jurisdiction; 
(f) the conversion proposal referred to in subsection 4(1); 
(g) summaries of 

(i) the opinions referred to in paragraphs 5(1)(a) to (d), other than any opinions not required to be submitted 
under those paragraphs by virtue of an exemption under section 11, and 
(ii) the documents referred to in paragraph 5(1)(p); 

(h) the financial statements referred to in paragraphs 5(1)(e) to (g), other than any financial statements not 
required to be submitted under those paragraphs by virtue of an exemption under section 11; 
(i) the documents referred to in paragraphs 5(1)(h) and (i), other than any documents not required to be 
submitted under those paragraphs by virtue of an exemption under section 11; 
(j) a brief description of the business carried on by the converting company and its subsidiaries, and the general 
development of that business, during the three years preceding a day that is not more than 120 days before the 
day on which the notice of the meeting is sent to policyholders, and any future business foreseen as of that day; 
(k) a brief description of any substantial variations in the operating results of the converting company during the 
three most recently completed financial years preceding the notice of the meeting and, where the notice of the 
meeting is sent more than 120 days after the end of the most recently completed financial year of the converting 
company, during the portion of the current financial year ending on a day that is not more than 120 days before 
the day on which the notice is sent; 
(l) the identity of all persons who, on the day on which the notice of the meeting is sent, have a significant 
interest in the converting company or who, as a result of the conversion, will have a significant interest in the 
converted company, and a description of the type and number of shares held or to be held by those persons; 
(m) the name and address of the auditor of the converted company; 
(n) the names and addresses of the proposed transfer agents and registrars; 
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(o) the proposed location for the securities registers for the initial issuance of common shares of the converted 
company; 
(p) a description of any sales by the converting company, within the 12 months preceding a day that is not more 
than 120 days before the day on which the notice of the meeting is sent to the policyholders, of securities of the 
same type as those to be provided as benefits to eligiblecontributing policyholders under the conversion 
proposal; 
(q) where the converted company is required under the laws of any jurisdiction in which it carries on business to 
file a prospectus in respect of its issuance of shares to eligiblecontributing policyholders, a copy of that 
prospectus; 
(r) a description of the restrictions set out in sections 12 and 13 and of any plans that the converting company 
may have for the establishment of stock-option or stock-incentive plans for directors, officers or employees of 
the converted company after the period referred to in section 13; 
(s) a description of any measures, including the establishment of toll-free lines and internet sites, the holding of 
information sessions, and the placement of advertisements in widely circulated publications, that the converting 
company has taken or will take before holding a special meeting, to provide eligible policyholders with 
information about the proposed conversion and an opportunity to raise questions or concerns about the proposed 
conversion; 
(t) a description of the measures that the converting company has taken or will take to encourage eligible 
policyholders to vote on the conversion proposal, in person or by proxy, at the special meeting; and 
(u) any other information that the Superintendent has required the notice of a special meeting to contain under 
subsection 6(3). 

 
7(2) The information described in subsection (1) may be included in the notice of a special meeting or in the 
management proxy circular sent with it. 
 
7(3) The Superintendent may, to assist eligible policyholders in forming a reasoned judgment on a conversion 
proposal of a converting company, 

(a) direct the company to hold one or more information sessions for eligible policyholders prior to the holding of 
a special meeting and set the rules under which those sessions must be held; and 
(b) direct the company to take such others measures, prior to the holding of a special meeting, as the 
Superintendent considers appropriate. 
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Ministerial Approval 
 
8.  
Within three months after the approval of a conversion proposal by the eligible policyholders, the directors of a 
converting company shall, unless the conversion proposal is withdrawn, apply to the Minister for 

(a) approval of the conversion proposal pursuant to paragraph 237(1)(a) of the Act; and 
(b) issuance of letters patent of conversion pursuant to paragraph 237(1)(b) of the Act. 

 
9.  
9(1) An application made by a converting company to the Minister pursuant to subsection 237(1) of the Act shall 
include 

(a) the conversion proposal referred to in subsection 4(1); 
(b) the documents referred to in paragraphs 5(1)(a) to (i), (k), (m) and (p), other than any documents not required 
to be submitted under those paragraphs by virtue of an exemption under section 11; 
(c) the notice of the special meeting at which the conversion proposal was considered and the documentation 
sent with that notice; 
(d) the proposed letters patent of conversion and any by-laws, amendments to by-laws or repeals of by-laws, that 
are necessary to implement the conversion proposal; and 
(e) the special resolutions of the eligible policyholders referred to in subsection 237(1.5) of the Act, 
accompanied by a certificate of the company indicating the results of the votes held in respect of those 
resolutions. 
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9(2) On receipt of an application referred to in subsection (1), the Minister shall refer it to the Superintendent for a 
recommendation, whereupon the Superintendent may request any additional information that the Superintendent 
considers necessary to evaluate the application. 
 
9(3) As a condition to the approval of the conversion proposal pursuant to paragraph 237(1)(a) of the Act, the 
Minister must be of the opinion that there are no reasonable alternatives to the conversion of the converting company 
that would serve the best interests of the company’s policyholders as a whole while avoiding the conversion of the 
converting company, including but not limited to an amalgamation of the converting company with another mutual 
company or co-operatively owned insurance company that would preserve the mutualistic or co-operative character 
of the converting company.  
 
Amendment or Withdrawal of Conversion Proposal 
 
10.  
10(1) The directors of a converting company may amend a conversion proposal of the company at any time before 
the vote of eligible policyholders is held at the special meeting, if measures approved by the Superintendent are taken 
by the converting company in respect of the amendment. 
 
10(2) The directors of a converting company may withdraw a conversion proposal of the company at any time before 
the issuance of letters patent of conversion. 
 
Exemption by Superintendent 
 
11.  
The Superintendent may exempt a converting company from any of the requirements of paragraphs 5(1)(c) to (h) and 
7(1)(e), (k) and (q), on such terms and conditions as the Superintendent considers appropriate. 
 
Restrictions on Benefits 
 
12.  
12(1) Subject to subsection (2), a converting company shall not provide any director, officer or employee of the 
company with a fee, compensation or any other consideration in relation to the conversion of the company, other 
than 

(a) the regular compensation provided to the person in that person's capacity as a director, officer or employee of 
the company; and 
(b) any benefits provided to the person as an eligiblea contributing policyholder. 

 
12(2) A converting company may provide fees, compensation or any other consideration to an entity with which a 
director, officer or employee of the company is associated pursuant to a contract for services in respect of the 
conversion that was entered into by the company with the entity on terms and conditions that are at least as 
favourable to the company as market terms and conditions, as defined in subsection 534(2) of the Act. 
 
13.  
A converted company, or an entity associated with a converted company, shall not, prior to the listing of its shares on 
a recognized stock exchange in Canada and for a period of one year after such a listing, issue or provide shares, share 
options or rights to acquire shares of the converted company to 

(a)provide any director, officer or employee of the company, or(b) any person who was a director, officer or 
employee of the company during the year preceding the effective date of with a fee, compensation or any other 
consideration in relation to the conversion of the company and who ceased to be a director, officer or employee 
of the company,, other than shares issued to that person as an eligible 
(a) the regular compensation provided to the person in that person's capacity as a director, officer or employee of 
the company; and 
(b) any benefits provided to the person as a contributing policyholder. 
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Repeal 
 
14.  
The Mutual Company Conversion Regulations[FN1] are repealed. 
[FN1] SOR/93-205 
 
Coming Into Force 
 
15.  
These Regulations come into force on the day on which they are registered. 
 
END OF DOCUMENT 
 


